
11/7/2015 Meeting Report 
 
This meeting was open to all the members of the Exec Committee and was an addition to 
our annual meeting to allow extra time to discuss topics we never have time to cover 
then. 
 
Attendees: Rich Koch, Lauren Rath, Beau Mitchum, John Mc Grew, Guillaume Bechaux 
(our host at UFO), Tomek Amborski, Scott Cunningham, and Nancy Philippine. 
Tom Tully arrived at 7pm when we were ready to leave. 
 
Meeting started at 5:20 pm  
Location: United Fencers of Oakland 
 
 
Topic #1: Encouraging more fencers to referee. 
* We read Jim Liebich’s message on the topic, received just before the meeting. 
You all got that message but here is the gist of it: 
“At any rate, I feel that it is important for the Division to support programs to encourage 
refereeing. However, I also feel that we can do more at the club level to encourage 
directing as an important part of learning to fence. It is a situation where the outcome is 
up to us as coaches.“ 
* Open discussion mainly focused on encouraging the younger fencers to spend some 
time directing but also discuss which weapons got more support.  
It’s understood that it’s not always very rewarding to be a referee and that you can be 
subject to resentment from parents and coaches. This needs to be addressed as well by the 
community but we chose not to discuss this at length that day. 
* This lead to a proposal to define incentives to encourage fencers to be referees at Bay 
Cup Events, but may be also other local events.  
Examples of incentives proposed were: 
 Be a referee for at least X events and be sponsored  

> For a NAC tournament or  
> Next year Bay Cup Membership or  
> Get invited to a workout/open floor in another club  
> Get free lessons, which is already happening or 
> Get FOC referee training paid 

 
Questions left open: 
We need to define X, i.e. the number of events that would trigger the incentive to apply. 
Is it at least 5 events(for example) but we reward the top 3 (for example as well), in each 
weapon? 
We need to define how many referees could be awarded. 
Do we reward only the younger fencers or all non-official referees? 
We need to understand who would be ready to participate in the program: Bay Cup for 
the free membership and Clubs for the free workout and/or open floors. 
Self-directed tournaments would not be part of the events counted. 
How do we track it? 



 
Action Items: 
#1 – Check with the USFA to see if they would be willing to help sponsor registration to 
NAC  
#2- Survey clubs to see who would be willing to participate and offer a few workouts and 
open floors or lessons 
#3 – check with Bay Cup to see if they would be willing to offer free memberships for 
next season 
#4 – Define a budget the Northern California Division could spend yearly for next few 
years to observe and revisit as needed as we go. 
 
 
Topic #2: Help Promote the Sport. 
Guillaume described the outreach program he has been implementing for the past 2 years 
in the East Bay to help kids discover fencing saber, through after-school programs and 
summer programs and how he could use some help to bring in more students. 
He has been partnering with the Oakland Park & Rec and had his first 4-day camp in the 
fall in West Oakland. He is also providing an hour and a half of fencing per week at a 
charter school with 20 kids. 
He also had paid after-school programs in private schools encouraging the kids to join 
clubs close to their home.  
Guillaume described how some support from the Division could help him have the 
necessary equipment to improve the outreach program. 
He mentioned masks, electric gloves, jackets, lames, floor cables, Faveros machines, and 
reels. 
 
Scott encouraged him to check with Foundations, like Halberstadt, which might be able 
to provide some of it. 
 
 
The group agreed that the Division could reserve some funds for some grants or could 
have a budget for equipment to loan for outreach. 
The latter meant defining outreach clearly and understand how the equipment would be 
tracked. 
 
Action Items for Grants: 
#1 – Officers to bring proposal of funds to reserve for the Grants and have it approve by 
Exec Committee. 
#2 – Officers to define format for Grant proposals by end of year 
#3 -  Officers to launch the program to receive Grant Proposals by End of January 
#4 – Exec Committee to Receive proposals by End of February 
#5 – Exec Committee to Review proposals and rate them by End of March 
#6 – Release Money by end of April at the latest 
 
Action Items for outreach equipment loan: 



#1- Officers and Interested parties should define how this could work (budget, loan and 
tracking) 
#2 - Get feedback on the idea from Exec Committee 
 
 
 
 
Topic #3: Budget for FOC Referee Training. 
Scott referred to Mark Wheeler’s report on the Central Cal Budget for Referee Training 
sent after the Exec Committee Meeting in August and pointed out how the Northern Cal 
Division budget to sponsor the instructors had not been revisited for quite some time. 
 
He asked to Increase the budget for referee training to $1500 a year for a payment of 
$750 per instructor per event. The motion also included that any entry fees charged 
would go to the host club, and that this would be effective immediately but would not 
cover the referee training that had already been hosted in October, and that would get the 
initial funding of $500 agreed at the previous meeting. 
 
Motion was approved by all present. 
 
 
Meeting ended at 7pm. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
   


